Streptomyces species: Ideal chassis for natural product discovery and overproduction.
There is considerable interest in mining organisms for new natural products (NPs) and in improving methods to overproduce valuable NPs. Because of the rapid development of tools and strategies for metabolic engineering and the markedly increased knowledge of the biosynthetic pathways and genetics of NP-producing organisms, genome mining and overproduction of NPs can be dramatically accelerated. In particular, Streptomyces species have been proposed as suitable chassis organisms for NP discovery and overproduction because of their many unique characteristics not shared with yeast, Escherichia coli, or other microorganisms. In this review, we summarize the methods for genome sequencing, gene cluster prediction, and gene editing in Streptomyces, as well as metabolic engineering strategies for NP overproduction and approaches for generating new products. Finally, two strategies for utilizing Streptomyces as the chassis for NP discovery and overproduction are emphasized.